
Dear friends. 

We greet you in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord. Peace be with you.  

We apologize by the silence and not share the news from Hókwè in time. We promised to let you know 

what we have done after Easter. 

We ensure you that we received money you sent to Saint Andre’s Pre – school, on last February, was 

2000, 00$ US. And decided to create a Bank account and the process took long.  

After that, we also decided to use the money as following:  

1. Repair the windows of the vestry of the Church where runs the classes. 

2. To buy the furniture; basically plastic chairs for children and kitchen accessories and the 

Stationary material bought to kids as well as to administrative use. 

3. Also we applied some money to raise chickens, for raise money to subside whose are working 

directly with children as well as to guarantee the sustainability in future.   

4. Allocated some money to provide meals.    

The centre is attended by 50 children whose are assisted by two teachers and one helper who prepares 

meals for children.                                                                                                                              

         This is a                                       

Teaches preparing their classes                              group of children in the church during their classes                                                 
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Here is the scenery before                                       this is a new scenery children seated at the chairs  

We can see the smile of the children seated at the new chairs, what means gratitude.  



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

     

Here are the Chicks on the first week of their life.       

Was bought 300 chicks in these first time and will increase in the future applying the income. The 

maximum capacity is 450 chickens. It is really a challenge because are some people rising chickens too.        

Expenses:  

We received 2000, 00US $ on exchange rate of 1st February 2016. Equivalent 80.800,00 MZN.  

Código Descrição Valor 

1 Construção e reparações    5.325,00MZN 

2 Aquisição de Bens/mobiliário e Utensilio 15.091.70MZN 

3 Alimentação  11.627,00MZN 

4 Aviário  23.310,00MZN 

5 Material escolar e administrativo   6.786,00MZN 

6 Total ………………………………………………………….…. 62.139.70MZN 

 Saldo………………………………………………………….…. 17.860.30MZN 

 

    

We have plan to build the new classrooms what will be used by children’s but we can’t start now. We 

must rise more money for that.  

The Community of Saint Andrew, the staff and I myself, we join the voices to say thank you very much, 

for your hand.  

With best wishes.   

Ven. Xavier Muaga 


